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Abstract
A strictly frequency-based adaptive lexical prediction program, used mainly by
persons with motoric handicaps or linguistic disabilities such as mild aphasia and
dyslexia, is undergoing major development to improve the prediction function.
Such development includes the change to a probability-based system, scope extension, and addition of grammatical, phrasal, and semantic information to the database.

Introduction

Goal

Profet is a statistically based word prediction
system that was developed at our laboratory and
has been used for a number of years as a writing
aid by persons with motoric disabilities and/or
linguistic impairments such as dyslexia and mild
aphasia (Hunnicutt, 1986, 1989). As soon as the
user starts spelling a word, Profet displays a list
of one to nine word alternatives, depending on
the selected setting. The user may choose one of
these words with the function keys or continue
to type the next letter(s) of the word until either
the target word appears in the word alternative
list or the word has been spelled completely.
Choosing words from the word alternative list
can save the user up to 26% in keystrokes and
34% in letters typed, when only one word is
predicted (Hunnicutt, 1986). Better results are
obtained for more word choices.
The current prediction function uses three
main information sources: the word frequency
lexicon, the word pair lexicon, and the subject
lexicon. The first of these contains approximately 10,000 words with frequency information. The word pair lexicon consists of some
3,000 reference words each of which has an
associated list of one to nine words that
frequently succeed it. The successors are
arranged according to frequency within the
paradigm. The purpose of the subject lexicon is
to allow the prediction system to adapt to the
user's language by adapting the word frequency
lexicon with those words of the user that are not
in the lexicon or that have a rank higher than
1000. Work on the new prediction system commenced in July 1995.

It is our goal to enhance the current prediction
capability by extension of scope, addition of
grammatical, phrasal, and semantic information,
and abandonment of a strictly frequency-based
system for a probability-based one, allowing
information from multiple sources to be
weighted appropriately for each prediction.

Improving prediction
Methodology
Extending the scope and adding
grammatical information
Extension of scope and addition of grammatical
information constitutes the main focus of the
development project. In the current version of
Profet, a word is predicted solely on account of
the previously typed word (through look-up in
the bigram lexicon), unless one or several of its
letters have been typed, in which case prediction
is based entirely on single word frequency
(through look-up in the single word frequency
lexicon) while the previous word is completely
ignored. In the new version, however, the predictor scope will be extended, so that even information about words preceding the previous
word will be used in the prediction. Prediction
will also be based on previous word(s) even
after typing any letters of the new word. The
extended scope should lead to word suggestions
that are grammatically more correct than those
presently given.
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9,000 uninflected and 48,000 inflected lexicalized phrases. Jan's working definition of a
"lexicalized phrase" is that it is a sequence of at
least two, usually three or more, words that tend
to co-occur so frequently that they are pronounced as one prosodic unit, e.g., "for all del",
''thka sig in i" or "sH till den g r a d . For our
purposes, the phonetic aspects are of no immediate interest to the Profet project itself. Rather,
it is the capability to present a sequence of
words in the prediction window as a cognitively
coherent unit, since this would provide the user
with yet another keysaving strategy. Here is an
example:
Current version: I och

Current
version:

Det ;ir en pratsam liten

stund*
och*
del*
bit*
flicka

New
version:

Det iir en pratsam liten

flicka
pojke
gubbe
gu-a
farbror

det
jag
att

en
den
New version: I och

tion with Kenneth Nordberg, a student of computational linguistics at the University of Stockholm) are exploring the possibilities of furnishing the nouns, adjectives, and verbs in the database with semantic tags such as "human",
"animate", and "inanimate". Nouns and adjectives would, of course, have one semantic tag.
Verbs, on the other hand, would have from one
to three semantic tags, depending upon their
transitivity. The following example illustrates
the advantage of a semantically sensitive prediction system:

for sig
med
med att
utanfor
av sig sjdvt

* (= ungrammatical)

Adding semantic information
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